Supplementary written evidence submitted by UK Anti-Doping (BDA0006)
I refer to the Parliamentary Select Committee evidence session on Blood Doping in Sport
and, in particular, to the session of 14 June 2016 at which I gave evidence. I am writing to
follow up some of the issues raised.
The tweet declaring UKAD would test at a cycling event
I think that it is very important to highlight to you that UKAD operates a strict “no advance
notice” testing regime.
Anti-Doping Organisations like UKAD can sometimes find that they have intelligence
suggesting that there is a doping issue at a certain level of a sport, but that the intelligence
lacks specifics. One strategy to address this is to test at an event, but this approach is
relatively untargeted in that, whilst the premise will be that some athletes at the event may be
doping, there will be little or no information available to use as a basis for targeting particular
athletes.
This can be ameliorated by adopting, on an occasional basis, a tactic of publicising the fact
that testing will take place at an event before the event takes place, but after entry is closed.
Anti-Doping Organisations worldwide know that athletes who are doping and planning to
compete will tend to drop out of events in these circumstances: by doing so, they will flag
themselves to Anti-Doping Organisations as being athletes who merit closer examination, and
potentially targeted for testing away from competition. Of course not every athlete who drops
out of an event close to the time of an event (and after an Anti-Doping Organisation has made
it known that it will be testing at the event) will do so to avoid testing, but the intelligence
that is gathered from this tactic can be very valuable.
This is especially so when it comes to the lower, sub-elite, levels of a sport where intelligence
and information regarding doping and athletes is lighter. It provides an information and
intelligence source without compromising the integrity of the testing at the event, which if
planned will take place regardless (with a close watch maintained on any apparent evasion or
similar behaviour).
In the case discussed during the Select Committee evidence session, UKAD decided to
deploy this tactic at a low level cycling event (which was not one mentioned by Mr Stevens).
There was never any intention to test at that event and we did not do so. From comparing
start lists to finish lists, we discovered that 13 riders withdrew from the event. Research was
conducted on all 13 riders and three out-of-competition tests were set up on potential targets.
All proved to be negative.
We have used this tactic successfully before at a weightlifting event in 2014, where UKAD
announced it was going to test but did not do so. The analysis of the “drop outs” led us to test
a number of the withdrawing athletes out-of-competition and successfully prosecuting two
doping athletes. We contacted WADA before ‘advertising’ that we were testing at this event
and our tactic of advance notice met with its agreement.
Testing needs to be unpredictable and whether or not we attend an event to test drives that
unpredictability.

Jonathan Tiernan-Locke
In his evidence, Dan Stevens stated that Jonathan Tiernan-Locke had not been tested for EPO
by UKAD despite samples being collected from him over the course of the Tour of Britain.
(The Tour of Britain is a UCI sanctioned event and therefore the tests were commissioned by
the UCI and not UKAD.)
Jonathon Tiernan-Locke was tested for Erythropoietin (EPO) five times between 23
September 2012 and 12 March 2013. All analyses in these tests produced negative results for
EPO. These urine samples were collected at the same time as samples were collected as part
of the Athlete Biological Passport Programme.
The Athlete Biological Passport (‘ABP’) Programme is a longitudinal study of an athlete’s
biological data which helps Anti-Doping Organisations to identify when an athlete may be
doping and thereby will inform its testing plans. It can also be used as indirect evidence of
doping, as it was in Mr Tiernan-Locke’s case. Mr Tiernan-Locke was charged by UKAD
with the commission of an anti-doping rule violation arising from abnormalities in his
longitudinal profile, and was banned from sport for a period of two years by the National
Anti-Doping Panel.
The use of external solicitors in the Stevens case
Mr Stevens made reference to the costs incurred by UKAD in relation to his appeal. UKAD
instructed external counsel to assist it with the appeal, such instruction being in part a
function of Mr Stevens identifying UKAD Legal staff members as being potential witnesses
of fact. The appeal was complicated by the multiple issues raised by Mr Stevens (UKAD
makes no criticism of Mr Stevens in this regard but simply notes that the issues raised were
complex and detailed). UKAD also observes that a proposal to ‘settle’ the appeal, made with
a view to avoiding significant expenditure on the appeal, was declined by Mr Stevens.
The number of athletes Mr Stevens told UKAD Dr Bonar was treating
During the interviews with Mr Stevens, the information he gave us was that he was being
treated by Dr Bonar and that he had been told of one other athlete, an unnamed boxer, who
was also being treated by him. After the Sunday Times published its article regarding Dr
Bonar and his claims that he had treated up to 150 athletes, we made a number of requests to
it to provide details it had of any athletes who may have been treated by Dr Bonar. We were
keen that it passed this information to us at the earliest opportunity so that we did not miss
any testing and investigation opportunities. In the event, it passed four names to us – one of
these people was not bound by the World Anti-Doping Code and the other three were known
to us, were already included in our testing plans and had previously been tested. This being
so, we quickly reacted to this information and amended our testing plan.
The suggestion that Dr Bonar has treated 150 athletes is an assertion apparently made only by
Dr Bonar during the undercover interviews with the Sunday Times and has not (yet) been
verified from any other source. The only source we have is Mr Stevens. We continue to
investigate Dr Bonar but are currently thwarted by the fact that he insists on us having Mr
Stevens’ written permission to disclose his medical records prior to being interviewed. Mr
Stevens has been asked to give us that authorisation but has so far declined to do so.

Data Protection Legislation
Mr Calvert made reference in his evidence to contact that has taken place between UKAD
and the Sunday Times since the publication of its story regarding Dr Bonar. UKAD and the
Sunday Times share a common desire to see clean sport thrive and for drugs cheats to be
caught and removed from sport. Each organisation has different techniques and tools at its
disposal in that regard. We agree that it would be useful for us to share as much information
as possible to achieve our common aim, as long as that sharing is lawful and respects
peoples’ rights. We are in dialogue in that regard and look forward to working with our
partners in Government and stakeholders such as the Sunday Times to identify as many
means as possible for us to share information.
UKAD’s Relationship with the General Medical Council (GMC)
UKAD has passed information to the GMC on four occasions; in relation to two matters prior
to this case, on one occasion as a direct of result of this case and on one further issue, in
2016.
The Select Committee’s Final Report
Finally, I note that you intend to compile a final report on your findings. If there are any
matters in that report that you think would benefit from clarification from UKAD, we place
ourselves at your disposal to check or comment upon those matters.
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